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Zio-Nazi atrocities in Novorossia are the ethnical cleansing / mass genocide of the indigenous people
— Russians — on the ancestral Russian land, absolutely identical to the Zio-Nazi atrocities in
Palestine which are the ethnical cleansing / mass genocide of the indigenous people — Palestinians —
on their ancestral land.

Ashkenazi Khazars (93% of the world “Jewry”) are fake “Jews.” They are the Turks from the Russian
great mother, according to their own genetic research. They are not even Semites (half-black-half-
white). Khazar-Ashkenazi-pseudo-Jews have nothing to do neither racially nor historically with the
authentic, Negroid Jews of the Tanakh / Old Testament of the Tribe of Seth [Set] / Tribe of Judah from
the Land of Seth [Set] (Upper Egypt). Their homeland is Turkestan. The land of Palestine and the land
of Rus’ (Russia) never belonged to them rightfully. Both in Palestine, and in Russia, they were
invaders and slave owners.

New Khazaria will NOT happen! The Global Zion of the cyber slave-
owners will never come!
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CHABAD LEADER, MESSIAH MENACHEM
MENDEL SCHNEERSON ON HIS PLANS TO
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DESTROY SLAVS

 

This speech [a le�er sent to the newspaper] of Menachem Mendel Schneerson, the Chabad Leader
and Messiah (the Lubavitcher Rebbe), was published in the Vologda newspaper “Slavyanin», N-4
(32), 2001 in Russia.

Following the publication, the court was unable to prosecute its editor, V.F. Popov, under trumped
up charges under Article 282, [incitement of national hatred] as he operated on the facts, and several
Russian scientists stood up for him, including Academician Y. K. Begunov and Doctor of Law O.G.
Korotayev.

This speech was u�ered by Menachem Mendel Schneerson in 1994. There is much debate about its
authenticity, as once argued about the validity of “The Protocols of the Elders of Zion,” but it is an
indisputable fact that almost all the goals, laid out by Schneerson, have been achieved by now. This
speech is simply the application of Talmud to Ukraine and Russia. Talmud says: Jews should murder
and enslave goyim worldwide. This speech says: Jews should murder and enslave goyim in Ukraine
and Russia. Yes, the speech by Menachem Mendel Schneerson is monstrous. For a normal person, it is
hard to believe that a religious leader can be a MURDERER, and that the religion can be THE
IDEOLOGY OF MURDER. That is why, the text of this essay has every criminal passage from the
speech next to the criminal passage from Talmud. The face of the Zionist Messiah also speaks for
itself: it is the face of a TERRORIST, full of hatred and menace.

————————————————–
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————————————————

1. Our special tactics to combat Slavs is a secret knowledge, because of its exclusivity limited to the
god’s chosen people. The main weapon of struggle we will direct against the Slavs, except for
renegades, “married” with the Jews by common interests. True, all these “married to us” will be
withdrawn from our society once we use them for our own purposes.

Slavs, and among them Russians – are the most unbending people in the world. Slavs are unbending
as a result of their psychological and intellectual abilities, created by many generations of ancestors. It
is impossible to alter these genes. Slav, Russian, can be destroyed, but never conquered. That is
why this seed is subject to liquidation, and, at first, a sharp reduction in their numbers.

 



Chabad Leader Menachem Mendel Schneerson (the seventh Lubavitcher Rebbe). Dnepropetrovsk in Ukraine is often called
the city of the Rebbe. This is where he spent his teenage years.
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————————————————

1. Our methods of conquest will not at all be military, but ideological and economic, with the use of
power structures, armed with the most modern types of armament for the physical suppression of
revolt with even greater ferocity than it was done in October 1993 with gunning of the Supreme
Council of Soviet Russia.

First of all, we will divide the Slavic nations (of 300 million, half of them Russians) into the small
countries with weak and severed connections. For this, we will use our old method: Divide and
conquer. We will try to pit these countries against each other, and suck them into civil wars for the
sake of mutual destruction.
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Chabad Leader Menachem Mendel Schneerson

 

————————————————

The Ukrainians would think that they are fighting against the expansionist Russia and struggling for
their independence. They will think that they have finally gained their freedom, while they become
fully subdued by us.

The same will be thought by Russians, as though they defend their national interests to return their
lands, “illegally” taken away from them, and so on.
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Talmudic Judaism

 

————————————————

We will do all of this under the guise of different sovereignties, the struggle for their national ideals.
At the same time, we will not give either party any self-determination, based on the national values
and traditions.

In this war of fools, the Slavic moronic herd will be weakening itself and strengthening us, the main
controllers of the chaos, pretending to stand aside, not only without participating in the bloody
events, but also without involvement.
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Chabad Leader Menachem Mendel Schneerson

————————————————

Moreover, we will fully protect ourselves. In the consciousness of the Slavic fools (uninitiated), we
will lay such stereotypes of thinking in which the world “anti-Semite” would become the most
terrible word. The word “Jew” would be pronounced in a whisper.
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————————————————

We will scare the ca�le with several court cases (such as the trial of an anti-Semite Ostashvili,
followed by his destruction) and other methods (radio, television – frightening movies, such as
revenge of the Israeli Mossad super-spies for killing of Jews). We will frighten the ca�le so bad that
not a single hair will fall from the head of a Jew, while the Slavs will be shot in packs, destroyed by
thousands – on the borders, where the Jews do not serve in peacekeeping forces, via terrorist acts,
and via criminal and professional killings [such as the acts of terrorist at Beslan school that took
hundreds of lives, in the Moscow subway, and so on].
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Chabad Leader Menachem Mendel Schneerson

————————————————

1. Dumb Slavic people do not realize that the worst fascists are those who never and in no place
proclaim fascism aloud, but, instead, organize it all supposedly according to the most democratic
standards. On the contrary, we will make the very word “fascist” a dirty word.
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————————————————

Everyone will be scared that we will stick this label to him. We know very well that nationalism
strengthens the nation, making it strong. The slogan of “internationalism” is outdated and no longer
works as before. We will replace it with the “universal human values”, which is the same thing.
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Chabad Leader Menachem Mendel Schneerson

 

————————————————

We will not allow any nationalism to evolve. And we will destroy by fire and sword all those
nationalist movements that seek to lead people out of our dictate, as it is done in Georgia, Armenia
and Serbia. Instead, we will insure the full prosperity of our nationalism – Zionism, and, more
precisely: Jewish fascism, which, in its secrecy and power, is super-fascism.

It is not for nothing that in 1975, the UN General Assembly adopted a resolution which defined
Zionism as the most blatant “form of racism and racial discrimination”, but repealed this resolution
in 1992, because of our triumphant march across the planet. We have made UN a weapon for our
goals of seizing power over “all kingdoms and nations.”
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Chabad Leader Menachem Mendel Schneerson

 

————————————————

1. We will deprive the population of Slavs of their national elite, which is the one that determines the
development of events and the progress of the country, and, ultimately, the whole course of
history. To do this, we will lower their level of education – in the next 5 years, we will close half of
their universities, and it is us who will get educated at the other half.
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We will allow the Armenians there, Chechens, Gypsies and others. We will work to ensure that the
governments of the Slavic countries would contain as li�le as possible of the indigenous peoples who
will be replaced by our Jewish elite.

 

Chabad Leader Menachem Mendel Schneerson

 

————————————————

In the mass media – radio, television, press, art, literature, theater, cinema – we will gradually push
out national staff and replace them with our staff or, in extreme cases, the cosmopolitan staff.
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————————————————

We will undertake the reform in education, and limit the teaching of subjects that strengthen and
systematize the thought process in the left and the right brain hemispheres:

а) Language and Literature, 6) Physics and Mathematics.

 

Chabad Leader Menachem Mendel Schneerson

————————————————

As for the history, there is nothing to say. We will give our own history to the ca�le, and show that
the entire human evolution was moving towards the recognition of the God’s chosen nation of Jews
to be masters over the entire world.
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————————————————

Instead of national values, we will give you a Balalaika patriotism and drunken tears. Our goal is to
replace the Slavic elite with our own elite. We will not allow the development of science in Slavic
countries. A core of scientists (Academy of Sciences) will consist of our people.

Chabad Leader Menachem Mendel Schneerson

 

————————————————

We will not allow any high-tech industries, and this will lead to a complete collapse of the industry.
We will restrict it to the production of essential items for a limited contingent of slaves, producing
raw materials to us.

There is a lot of engineers, skilled workers and teachers among the citizens. We will create for them
such conditions of survival (no jobs, high rent, high cost of utilities, transportation, etc.) that they will
run by themselves to the remote villages in the North, where Russians are now fleeing to from the
countries of the former Soviet Union. They would think it could be easier for them to live a be�er life.
But, in reality, this will also be a hoax.
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____________________________________

Corrupt the youth and make them perverts – and you win the nation! This is our mo�o. We will
deprive your community of young people, degrading it with sex, rock music, violence, alcohol,
smoking, drugs, that is, we will deprive your society of the future. We will strike at the family,
destroying it, we will reduce a birth rate.

————————————————

Hitler was a stupid boy. He acted directly and openly. And it was an extremely hard work to do – to
burn, shoot, to bury millions, and the like. He left bloody footprints. We act more cleverly: we will
leave no traces. Reduce a birth rate at least by half – and you will be killing 2-3 million Russians a
year without any physical effort. There is no need for ovens, ammunition, and graves. And there is no
traces left. Not born – no one is guilty.
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We will create the conditions for life for criminals be�er than for working ca�le. We will be releasing
criminals from prisons, so that there will be more murders, robberies, instability. Amnesty will apply
only to thieves and murderers — in short, all but those convicted for “inciting ethnic hatred”, which
is, in fact, the law against anti-Semitism.

We will sow fear among people. Ca�le will fear for their lives, which will be worth nothing. They will
fear for the workplace that could be taken away at any moment. They will fear for the future of their
… We shall govern by fear.
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5. These grandiose goals will be implemented in several stages. Already 85% of the continental shelf
of the Arctic Ocean ended up in our hands, thanks to confusing agreements. signed under Gorbachev
and Yeltsin and that are not explained to the people (the general public is not yet aware of it).

Already, half a million Armenians reside in Southern Russia. This is our outpost. At first, for the
purpose of deceit, we will declare the Armenian Republic in Kuban. Then, driving away the
Cossacks, we will convert it into Khazaria – Israel. What will help us is that the Cossacks are
constantly drunk, love power and are ready to fight each other for this power.
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However, there is still a structured organization – the Orthodox clergy. We will send there the
members of our Jewish clergy, who will become Russian Orthodox Priests. Talmud permits them to
perform the rituals of other religions, keeping intact their Judaism deep inside.

We will bribe the rest of them. And we will destroy those who will do not succumb to us. Russians no
longer have any more or less organized structures, and ca�le cannot unite and establish them,
because Russian ca�le already became drunkards and got degraded, and is incapable of structuring.

In the last century, the United States purchased Alaska from Russia.  In the XXI century, the US will
buy the entire Siberia, including the Siberian territory between the Yenisei river to the West and the
Pacific Ocean in the East and the border of China, between the Arctic Ocean in the North and
Mongolia and North Korea in the south. These lands are two times higher than the territory of the
United States. Acre of land will be purchased for as low as $ 1,000,  and for the entire Siberia, the US
will pay $ 3 trillion over 20 years. Annual payments will be $200 million, half of which will be spent
on the purchase of goods in the United States .

Siberians would have to submit to s foreign influence, while the US looks nicer than the Asian
neighbors.  In the end, Vladivostok is closer to Los Angeles than to Moscow …
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————————————————

6. For all these activities paramount for us, we will give monarchy to Slavic ca�le under the guise of
“democratic transition”.  Everyone in the herd will get a puppet president. And the more gli�er,
noise, pump, the be�er! Monarchy is good in that sense that it directs all the energy of the masses into
the whistle. Monarch will detract a�ention of the herd from our secret active work on the structuring
of the population according to the system, necessary to us. President is a screen, seemingly elected by
a popular vote (and we will forge electoral procedures in such a way that they will seem so that
everything would seem legitimate), and we are going to do all our necessary business from behind
this screen. The President will be endowed with unlimited powers. Through changes in the top ranks
of security agencies, this president will appoint our people to the posts in the security agencies.
Army, all the national security agencies, and all sorts of special forces will be directly subordinate to
the president. And that means that they will be subordinate to us. We will have in our hands only the
strings a�ached to the hands of the president. And we’ll pull these strings in such a way as it is
necessary to the implementation of our grandiose plan of conquering all the tribes and kingdoms,
their subordination to our superior nation, chosen by God of Israel.
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7. But money is most important. Money do everything. Money are power. Money are force. Man with
money has weapons, most advanced weapons, and the army of mercenaries. Money owns media,
which is fooling the billions of human ca�le. Money bribe the people we need. Money eliminate those
who do not submit to us.  Money bomb those resisting us – Iraqis, Serbs, and, in the future –
Russians. Capital and taking power decide everything. We practice our skills in the accumulation of
capital and the seizure of power for more than three millennia, and no one will defeat us in this. You
[ca�le] do not have money.  You [ca�le] do not have power.  And you [ca�le] will not ever have
money and power. We will not give money and power to you!
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We hate you immensely! This hatred gives us strength to smile charmingly in your face. Our hatred
gives us strength to win your trust and control you [ca�le] under the guise of  “care” about you and
your children, grandchildren and your great grandchildren who would never be born.

You (herd) are doomed. And until you understand this simple truth, as long as you continue resisting
us, you will be beaten more than it is due. If you obey us, there will be 65 – 70 million of you left,
otherwise – 40-45 mln.
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The main thing for us now is to hold on for at least another 2-3 years.  After that, there will be no
problems for us in this country (Ukraine and Russia). We will create such protective means that none
of you will be able to oppose us.  We know and secretly control all that will be.  And no one can stop
us!
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1. World reserves of industrial raw materials are depleted, and by the beginning of the next
millennium, “Western society” will not be able to retain its current level of consumption without
replenishment from new sources – the colonial countries-donors. Therefore, our aspirations are
directed at Russia now with the dual purpose: first – the elimination of the most powerful and
independent empire, which occupies one-sixth of the earth. The second is the acquisition of its
wealth, which constitute 60-70% of total world reserves of raw materials and 75-80% of open world’s
oil and gas reserves that are concentrated in Siberia and the continental shelf of the Arctic Ocean.
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2. The planet is under intense global warming. The desert is moving northward at a speed of 10 km.
per year, dewatering of land is 25 m per year. Already today the ancient centers of the world –
Athens, Rome and, most importantly, Jerusalem (Israel) are in a zone of artificial irrigation. In 20 – 30
years, we will have to think about the relocation of the vast masses of civilized nations to the north of
their current residence. By that time, the Kuban, in the Rostov region, and Ukraine will have
wonderful sub-tropical climate, and the north of Ukraine will have the climate of Caucasus.
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Looking back in history, it must be admi�ed that these lands are the ancient ancestral lands of the
Jewish Khazaria, that is Israel, captured by Kiev’s Rus’ (the ancient state of Russia with the capital in
Kiev) in the tenth century. The Slavs are temporary guests on these lands and are subject to
eviction. We will return this territory, and build the Great Khazaria – the Jewish state –on these fertile
lands the same way as, 50 years ago, we created Israel, squeezing the Palestinians out. Israelis will
partially relocate here, and we will drive Slavic ca�le out far to the north, beyond Moscow. There will
be a small Northern Territory, a reservation with a compact population — a reservation, like Indian
reservations in America.
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